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ECO Green Equipment Announces new Crumb Rubber Plant sold to Green Tire 
Organization in Puerto Rico.

New system provides latest technology in tire and rubber recycling for region

SALT LAKE CITY, UT. October 1, 2015 — ECO Green Equipment, an international 

leader in the design and manufacturing of turnkey, cost-effective tire recycling systems, 

announced today the completion of a new ECO crumb rubber tire recycling plant system 

to be installed in Puerto Rico for the Green Tire Organization. 

The new plant will be the first system for Eco Green in Puerto Rico and will provide the 

latest tire recycling technology for the city and surrounding area. The system will feature 

the latest shredding technology and separation equipment from ECO Green. 

Commercially, the plant location will collect and process up to 600,000 car and truck 

tires a year while providing rubber output for molded products. 

“We are looking forward to providing equipment for this plant in Puerto Rico,” said Mr. 

Brad Swenson, President of Eco Green Equipment. “Green Tire is an excellent 

organization and will provide excellent tire recycling services and processing capabilities 

for this area.” 

*     *     *

About ECO Green Equipment, USA 

ECO Green Equipment designs, manufactures, and provides superior customer support 

and parts for the international tire recycling equipment industry. The company’s full line 
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of modular-designed tire recycling systems is engineered to deliver optimum production 

for a wide variety of rubber aftermarkets, such as TDF (Tire Derived Fuel), wire-free 

chips, rubber mulch, crumb rubber, and rubber powder. Eco Green Equipment provides 

cost-effective tire recycling equipment, including two-shaft shredders, granulators, the 

ECO Grater, and the ECO KRUMBUSTER®. Each component system is engineered to 

customer industrial production standards and local specifications. 

For more information on ECO Green Equipment, please visit 
www.ecogreenequipment.com, and contact: 
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